All official Annual Meeting activities will take place at the meeting hotel. Visit the hotel's website or call and mention SMFM's Annual Pregnancy Meeting to reserve your hotel room at the discounted group rate.

As you can imagine, hosting an Annual Convention for more than 2,500 attendees comes with its challenges both logistically and financially. In order for a host city to even consider giving us the space we need in a large hotel, we must agree to provide them with a certain amount of hotel room night revenue. Basically, in order to reserve enough space for the Annual Meeting, we have to commit to use thousands of hotel room nights. If we fail to use those rooms, SMFM is financially penalized. Additionally, for each night our guests stay, the hotel agrees to pay SMFM a small rebate. These rebates add up to thousands of dollars and are used to pay for meeting space rental fees. Removing this rebate means an increased price to hold the Annual Meeting, which translates into registration price increases for attendees.

If Annual Meeting attendees book outside the Official SMFM Hotel Block, they are hindering our ability to meet the minimums required by our contracts. While we can understand the immediate attractiveness of an online deal for accommodations outside of the block, SMFM would like attendees to understand the long-term repercussions to SMFM and the Annual Meeting caused by choosing to not to stay within the block. Failing to meet room block commitments will mean increased registration prices for attendees in the future and could mean cities will be unwilling to work with us to host our convention in years to come.

RESERVATION SCAM ALERT!
SMFM recommends booking directly with the hotel to avoid housing scams. It has come to our attention that several companies inaccurately representing themselves as our "housing vendor" are contacting individuals in the SMFM community, soliciting business. Specifically, they will offer to make hotel reservations within the SMFM block on your behalf, or even offer a discount from the SMFM rate.

SMFM is not utilizing the services of this or any housing service for the Annual Pregnancy Meeting. Reservations for the meeting should be made directly with the hotel, either by phone or via our web reservation system. If you provide your credit card information to any of these unauthorized vendors, your card may be charged but you may not have a reservation when you arrive.